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Recording the speech range profile
In the phonetogram menu, the buttons labeled ’N’, ’S’, ’L’ and ’X’ are the recording buttons for the ’normal’, ’soft’,
’loud’ speaking voice and ’shouting’ voice respectively. Within Vox’ speech range profile, you always start with the
normal speaking voice recording. After that, you can decide to record the soft, loud and/or shouting voice recordings.
To start, click ’N’ to bring up the Praat sound recorder. When you click ’Record’, Praat will start recording. Click
’Stop’ when done, and then ’Save to list & Close’. The recording is now saved within Praat and the focus comes
back to the Vox window. Click ’Analyze’ or press the spacebar to let Vox analyze the recording.

Figure 1: After the analysis, Vox shows the speech range profile. The area encompassed by the voice in fundamental
frequency and intensity level is drawn in a colour that agrees with the CPPs value, indicating the voice quality. See
the Vox User Manual for more information.
Recording protocol:
1. Record the normal speaking voice with the button ’N’. Instruction: ”Please count from twenty to thirty in a
normal speaking voice, just as you would use your voice when having a conversation.”
2. Record the soft speaking voice with the button ’S’. Instruction: ”Please count from twenty to thirty as soft as
you can, without whispering.”
3. Record the loud speaking voice with the button ’L’. Instruction: ”Please count from twenty to thirty with a
loud voice, just as you would speak as if there is a lot of noise in the room.”
4. Record the shouting voice with the button ’X’. This is optional, you should protect your patients voice from
straining(!). Instruction: ”Now, shout the sentence ’Hey, get off there, it’s dangerous!’.”
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Example

Figure 2: After recording the normal, soft and loud speaking voice, the total speech range profile is visible. In this
example, the colors indicate that the soft voice is fairly dysphonic, while the loud voice contains the best voice quality
for this particular voice. The person wasn’t able to reach 80 dBA when speaking loud. The dark red regression line
shows the interdependency of f0 and IL, indicating a steep climb in IL over a few semitones, which can be considered
efficient voice use.
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Recording the voice range profile
The red recording button is used for making voice range profile recordings (i.e. for recording sustained vowels [A]).
Click it to open the Praat sound recorder. Click ’Record’ to start recording, and ’Stop’ when you’re done with this
recording. Click ’Save to list & Close’ and then ’Analyze’ in the Vox window to show the data in the phonetogram.

After analysis, you can click the recording button again to make the next recording. Opening the Praat sound
recorder and analyzing the sound can also be done by pressing the spacebar.
Recording protocol:1
1. Sustained, steady vowel. Instruction: ”Sustain the vowel [A] on a comfortable pitch and loudness.”
2. Low intensity, steady pitch. Instruction: ”Try to make the softest [A] possible, on a comfortable pitch. As soft
as you can go without whispering.”
3. Soft glide up. Instruction: ”Now make the voice glide up, try to find the softest voice possible while gliding to
the highest tone.”
4. Soft glide down, reach the lowest note. Instruction: ”Now glide downward, try to reachest the softest and
lowest tone you can make.”
5. High intensity, steady pitch. Instruction: ”Make the loudest [A] that is comfortably possible. Try to sustain it
for a few seconds.”
6. High intensity, glide to lowest pitch. Instruction: ”Start out at that loud [A], but slowly bring it down to the
lowest tone. Try to keep it as loud as comfortably possible. Your voice will become softer, that’s normal.”
7. High intensity glide to highest pitch. Instruction: ”Now that the voice is warmed up, try to start out loud and
glide to the highest tone. It may help to do it slowly. Remember not to strain you voice.”
8. Finalize softest voice on high pitch. Instruction: ”Lets start very high and very soft, see if you can slowly glide
the voice down.”
9. Finalize softest voice on low pitch. Instruction: ”Finally, make a glide to the lowest tone possible, with the
softest voice you can make.”
10. Within Vox, raw data is now shown as black circles in the phonetogram. Click the raw data once with the left
mouse button to let Vox finalize the measurements.
1 This

protocol is recommended, but the best protocol is one adapted to a specific patients needs. The numbers before the recording
steps are treated as separate recordings, it will then be easier to select certain recordings, play them, and/or view their acoustic details.
Also because certain voice characteristics in dysphonic voices appear in specific regions of the voice range profile, which are caught in
high detail when seperate recordings are made, isolating the attempts.
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Figure 3: The left voice range profile, consisting of black circles, is the raw data coming from Vox’ analysis. Click the
raw data one time (left mouse button) to let Vox finalize the data and show you the clean and final version, which
is shown as an example in the right image.

Figure 4: In the top right of the phonetogram menu, the buttons ’OCC’, ’HNR’, ’CPPs’ and ’SPR’ are visible. Once
the voice range profile is completely visible and finalized, you can click these buttons with one left mouse button
click to view these specific acoustic properties of the voice field.
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Example exportation

Figure 5: When clicking ’Export IMAGE’, you can let Vox export an image to the Praat picture window. This images
contains all the analysis data of the voice and speech range profiles. For more information on exporting images and
sounds, please read the Vox Phonetography user manual.

